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Preface
All praise and glory is for Allah Almighty, the Lord of the Universe, who
established that His Divine Command of Salaah upon the believers must be
preceded by a call to Prayer. Many religions had a call; some used a bugle and
others followed the way of the fire; but the Islamic call to Prayer is the most
unique and a common herald heard – both by believers and disbelievers throughout the centuries. A very pleasant experience for the believers of truth and
a reminder of the truth for the disbelievers; brilliantly composed with words of
faith and advice.

Salutations and greetings be upon the Best of Creation, the Chosen One, the
Muhammad [SallAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam] who implemented the Divine Order of
Adhaan and its principles. His way is the way of Allah and his method solely is
divinely approved. Adhaan is a call to Prayer for those who are unaware of the
Prayer. Therefore, the Muaddhin of the Prophet [SallAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam] was
instructed to issue the call from outside the mosque so that those who were
outside the mosque may come to know about the Prayer congregation. This has
been the way of the Prophet [SallAllahu ‘alayhi Wasallam] throughout his noble
lifetime, and the way of his blessed successors.

However, we observe in the modern age that this noble practice of declaring the
call to Prayer from outside the mosque has become insignificant. Some scholars
have issued permission to do so and the reason which they pronounce is simply
baseless. A scholar of UK in his website suggests that nowadays the Adhaan is
issued with the use of a microphone and the sound of the Adhaan reaches the
neighbours, therefore it is not necessary to issue it from outside the mosque.
Perhaps this logic will come to its true altruistic perception if the same is applied
on other forms of practices, such as, the shortening of the obligatory Prayer during
travel – even though, travelling is very easy in the modern times in contrast to
previous generations. Why should the prayers be shortened?
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Another example is the practice of first three rounds of circumambulation [Tawaaf]
with much vigour – which is still practiced – but there is no motive for it in the
modern age. Furthermore, the use of the Siwaak [a stick from a branch of tree used
to clean the teeth] is still in practice even though we have toothbrushes and
mouthwash products lining the aisle of a grocery store. All these practices are not
devoid of virtue even though the motive has been ceased; and this is because it a
Sunnah of the Messenger of Allah [SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam]. However, the call
to Prayer is to be issued from outside the precincts of a mosque because
intellectually it is a call to prayer for those who are outside the mosque and
theologically it is the Sunnah to issue it outside the mosque at all times. This
Sunnah is an emphasised one [muakkidah] because there has never been an
incident from the life of the Prophet [SallAllahu ‘alayhi wasallam] in which he may
have issued permission or have practiced the call of Prayer [Adhaan] from within
the mosque.

Yes, the Iqaamah is to be issued from inside the mosque because it is a call of
establishing the Prayer at that very moment – for those who are inside the mosque.
Reviving this Sunnah, and many others, was in the destiny of Imam Ahmad Raza
[may Allah be pleased with him]. He used his brilliant mind and the Prophetic grace
to explain from the excerpts of the jurists and the scholars of authority. Many
mosques have the same incorrect supposition but quantity of something does not
make it correct, especially if it is related to the Divine Law. A’laHadrat Imam
Ahmad Rida elucidated that there is not a single attestation or a narration that
supports the call of Prayer from inside the mosque. On contrary, there is ample
evidence present in literature that substantiates that it is disliked to issue Adhaan
from inside the mosque. Irrespective of it being the Friday Adhaan or not, there is
no restrictions to it. Every Adhaan holds the same ruling.

When we speak of the mosque, bear in mind that it refers to the actual prayer hall
where the congregation is conducted. It does not refer to the courtyard of the
mosque or the minaret or the veranda of the mosque. I have attached a drawing in
the following page that clarifies this matter with much ease. Use this drawing as a
point of reference throughout this thesis.
ii

As for the knowledge of the noble author, then one should know that he was a
revivalist of the Sunnah; the flag bearer of the orthodox Sunni school of Islam, a
beacon of true teachings and interpretation of the Divine Law; and a rose from the
gardens of Madina the illuminated. I need not say more as the pen of the noble
Imam is sufficient for every intelligent mind and sound heart.

Salutations be upon the Companions and the pure Household, the Saints and the
Sages, the Scholars and the Jurists, and the nation of the greatest Prophet
[SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam]!

The mendicant
Tehseen Raza Hamdani
Nuri
Markaz e Ahl e Sunnat
Manzar e Islam – South Africa
Rustenburg
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The prayer position of the
Imam

Qiblah
The pulpit [mimbar] of the
mosque

This is not the correct place
to issue the 2nd Adhaan of
Jumu’ah – as customary
nowadays.
The actual mosque – the
main hall in which Salaah is
conducted. To issue
Adhaan in this area is
highly disliked.
The boundary that
demarcates the actual
mosque from the
remaining building
The courtyard of the
mosque which is situated
outside the actual mosque

Ablution facility

This arrow signifies the
place in which the 2nd
Adhaan of Friday should be
declared – in line of the
pulpit. It may be issued
anywhere in the area of
this arrow. This is the
Sunnah.

Illustrated drawing of a mosque and the place where
the 2nd Adhaan of Friday is to be issued
iv

Question

What do the scholars of Deen1 say about pronouncing the Adhaan from within the
precinct of a mosque? The secondary Adhaan that is pronounced for Jumu’ah when
the Khateeb2 sits on the pulpit – should this Adhaan be pronounced facing the
Khateeb or from outside the mosque? In the first case [if the Adhaan is pronounced
inside the mosque] is such an action permissible without any abhorrence3 [by the
Shari’ah] or not? According to some people they say that this is permissible in the
light of all the Islamic scholars without any sort of abhorrence; and this practice
has been implemented from the time of the Salaf Saliheen4 until the present day.

It is stated in Shaami5 that the Mua’ddhin should call the Adhaan in front of the
Khateeb. In Hidaaya6 – the Adhaan should be proclaimed before the pulpit and the
scholars have implemented it. In the era of Rasulullah allAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam
only this Adhaan was in practice. In Durr al Mukhtaar7, the Adhaan should be
proclaimed before the Khateeb. These statements clearly elucidate that the Adhaan
should be proclaimed in front of the Khateeb inside the precinct of the mosque.

1

The comprehensive definition of the Arabic word Deen is: ‘A way of life as dictated by the sacred
Shari’ah’. It does not fall under the same limited sense as ‘religion’; though both are used
interchangeably.
2
Khateeb: An orator who shall provide the Arabic sermon of Friday. This sermon is one of the necessities
for the Friday prayer. It must be issued in the Arabic language. It is not necessary that the Khateeb be the
Imaam, however it is much preferred that they be the same person [Bahaar-e-Shari’at, Shaykh Amjad Ali
Ridawi]
3
Makrooh – something disliked by the sacred Law. There are two types: Tahrimee [prohibitive] and
Tanzihee [undesirable]. In the Hanafi texts, if the word Makrooh is stated without any attachments to it
then it will refer to as Makrooh Tahrimee; however there are few exceptions. In the Shaafi’ texts, it will
refer to the lesser dislike – Tanzihee [Hadiqatun Nadiyya Sharah Tariqatum Muhammadiyya, Imam Abdul
Ghani Nablusi]
4
The pious predecessors – Salaf. The scholars have stated that Salaf refers to the early orthodox
scholars of Islam meanwhile Khalaf [successors] refers to the latter orthodox scholars. Others have drawn
th
a line that any scholar before the 5 century Hijri will be regarded as Salaf and any scholar after this
generation will be referred to as the Khalaf.
5
The Hanafi encyclopaedia compiled by Imam Muhammad Ameen Ibn Aabideen [d.1252 AH] of Shaam –
‘Radd al Muhtaar’.
6
Imam Abul Hasan Ali Al Marghinaani’s [d.593 AH] classical Hanafi manuscript, Al-Hidaaya
7
Imam AlaaudDin Haskafi’s [d.1088 AH] Hanafi encyclopedia, Al Durr Al Mukhtaar
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And to pronounce this Adhaan from outside the mosque or from the courtyard of
the mosque is contrary to the statements of the pious predecessors.

And others have further commented that it is not Makrooh to pronounce the
Adhaan from inside the mosque boundary as long as the phrase ‘in front of’ 

8

is applicable – then it is valid to pronounce the Adhaan from anywhere.

From these, which statement is correct?
Mawlana MumtaazudDin
Sylhet, Bangladesh
11th Dhul Hijjah 1320 AH
11th March 1903

8

In front of the Khateeb.
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Answer

Our esteemed scholars; as stated in Fataawa Qaadhi Khan9, Fataawa Khulaasa10,
Fatĥul Qadeer11, Nazm12, Sharaĥ Naqaaya of Barjandi13, Baĥrur Raaiq14, Fataawa
Hindiya15, Taĥtaawi ‘Alal Maraaqil Falaaĥ16, and many others; have settled that it is
Makrooh to pronounce the Adhaan from within the mosque17. It is in Fataawa
Khaaniya,
%&aa ! 'a%&aaa a ! a a"#$
“Adhaan should be [given] at a minaret or outside the mosque and it should not be
pronounced from inside the mosque”18

The very identical statements are present in Fataawa Khulaasa and Fataawa
Aalamghiriya. It is in Fatĥul Qadeer,
%&aa ! ' (a%&a)$a*a+, a-a aaa  '.a%/'a%&aa.('
“The Iqaamah will surely take place inside the mosque but the Adhaan will be at a
minaret. If there is no minaret then it should take place outside the boundary of a

9

Fataawa of Imam Hasan ibn Mansoor Qadhi Khan [d.592 AH]. Also known as Fataawa Khaaniya.
Khulaasatul Fataawa of Imam Tahir ibn Ahmad Abdur Rashid Al Bukhari [d.542 AH]
11
Commentary of Al-Hidaaya by Imam KamaaludDin Muhammad ibn Waahid. He is also referred to as
Imam ibn Al Humaam [d.861 AH]
12
Unfortunately, I could not trace any information on this literature. If anyone has information about it
please forward it to ajmeripress@gmail.com.
13
Sharah An Naqaaya of Imam Abdul Ali Al Barjandi [d.932 AH] – A commentary of Sharah Al-Wiqaayah.
14
Commentary of Kanz Ad-Daqaaiq by Imam ZaynudDin Ibn Ibrahim also known as Imam ibn Nujaym [d.
970 AH]
15
Also known as Fataawa Alamghiriya – a massive compilation of Hanafi verdicts commissioned by
Sultan Aurangzeb Alamghir [may Allah have mercy on him]. This Hanafi magnum opus was conducted
with the effort of over 500 scholars under the able supervision of Shaykh Nizaam Burhanpuri [may Allah
Ta’ala have mercy on him].
16
Maraaqil Falaah is a Hanafi manuscript of Imam Hasan ibn Ammaar ibn Ali Ash-Sharnublaali [d.1069
AH]. Footnotes of Maraaqil Falaah, known as a Haashiya, was added by Imam Sayyid Ahmad Al
Tahtaawi [d.1302 AH]
17
The mosque or a Musjid, in this sense, it refers to the actual prayer hall where Salaah is conducted.
18
Fataawa Qadhi Khan, Masaail al-Adhaan, Lucknow Publication, [1:37]
10
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mosque that is attached to the mosque [finaa-e-Musjid]. The scholars have stated
that Adhaan should not take place inside the mosque.”19

In the chapter of Jumu’ah of the above manuscript it is written,
85aa  'a20,a45%6aa7a%&a 301 2
“That is the remembrance of Allāh inside the mosque, i.e. inside the building of the
mosque; since it is Makrooh to issue Adhaan from inside the actual mosque [the
prayer hall]”20

It is in Sharah Mukhtasar Al Waqaayah of Allama Abdul Ali,
aa ! 'a8/9a8:; a<'aa ,=a a>:a$&a a.('a?@A/aB aCD .aa , a a  'aa$&a /9a50 a
"#$ a8aE@Aa01 a%Fa%&
“The mention of a minaret by Sadrush Shariah21 [may Allah Ta’ala sanctify his
secret] has a precaution attached that the Sunnah of the Adhaan is that it should
be declared from a high platform. This is in contrary to the Iqaamah for which the
Sunnah is that it should take place on the ground. Hence, the precaution that is
indicated is that the Adhaan should not be issued from inside the mosque as it is
clearly prohibited in Khulaasah”22

It is in Bahrur Raaiq,
a1aL0"a  aaa ,aaa+& a8a02GaaHIJa?@KaL0"aa<'a a.('aB aCD .aa  'a+& a:$Fa
%&aa ! 'aE@Aaa 0:aCNa , aCD .aa ! a a"#$ a2 a0&aa=M:N
“It is in Quniya23 that the Adhaan should take place on a high platform and the
Iqaamah should be on the ground, and this is the Sunnah. There is disagreement
19

Fathul Qadeer, Baab Al-Adhaan, Nuriya Ridawiya Publication, Sakhr, [1:215]
Fathul Qadeer, Baab Al-Jumu’ah, Nuriya Ridawiya Publication, Sakhr, [2:29]
21
Sadrush Shari’ah [the expert in the knowledge of Shari’ah] – a praiseworthy title for Imam Ubaidullah
ibn Mas’ood [d.747 AH]. He is the author of Sharah Wiqaayah which is considered as the primary text
[Mutoon] of the Hanafi jurisprudence.
22
Sharah An Naqaaya of Imam Abdul Ali Barjandi, Baab Al-Adhaan, Lucknow Publication, [1:84]
23
Al-Quniyah of Imam NajmudDin Mukhtar ibn Muhammad Az-Zaahidi [d.658 AH]
20
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among the scholars about the Maghrib Adhaan but the correct opinion is that it is
also a Sunnah for it to take place from a high platform. It is in Siraaj al Wahhaaj24
that the Adhaan should be proclaimed from such a place where the neighbours are
able to hear it loudly. It is in Khulaasa that the Adhaan should not be proclaimed
from inside the mosque”25

After a few pages it is written in the same manuscript,
%&aa.('aO$aa  'a , a a$&
“The Sunnah is that the Adhaan should be proclaimed at a minaret and the
Iqaamah should be in the mosque”26

It is in Haashiya Tahtaawi,
RK*aa1a%&a)$aa ! a  @aC*=0.a ,.aP8Qa+, a-a Pa-G$a+ aK&>Faa1a%&aa ! a a40,
“It is Makrooh to issue Adhaan inside the mosque as it is narrated by Qahistaani27
from Nazm. So if there is no high platform constructed for this purpose then the
Adhaan should be issued from the adjacent ground of the mosque as it is
mentioned in Fatĥul Qadeer”28

All of these statements are in general terms without any sort of exception of it
being Jumu’ah or not. It is binding upon the claimants of such exception29 to
provide similar reliable evidence in relation to the second Adhaan of Jumu’ah but
they shall never be able to do so. As for acquiring this understanding of
announcing the Adhaan inside the mosque from the phrases .'a7% a+:/ [in front of
the Imam] or 0#$a 7% a +:/ [in front of the pulpit] as provided in the question – then
24

As-Siraaj Al-Wahhaaj of Imam Abu Bakr ibn Ali ibn Muhammad Al-Haddaad Al Yamani [d.800 AH]
Bahrur Raaiq, Baab Al-Adhaan, HM Sa’eed Company, Karachi, [1:255]
26
Bahrur Raaiq, Baab Al-Adhaan, HM Sa’eed Company, Karachi, [1:261]
27
Imam Muhammad Shamsuddin Al-Khuraasaani Al-Qahistaani, author of Jaami Ar-Ramuz the
commentary of An-Naqaaya
28
Haashiya Al-Tahtaawi Alaa Maraaqil Falaah, Baab Al-Adhaan, Nur Muhammad Khan Publication,
Karachi, pg 107
29
For this being applicable only in the secondary Adhaan of Jumu’ah, i.e. to issue the 2nd Adhaan inside
the mosque
25
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this is clearly a misunderstanding. These phrases only provide the indication that
the Adhaan should be proclaimed facing the Khateeb opposite the pulpit. From
these phrases how does the following supposition arise that the Adhaan should be
issued immediate to the Khateeb at the footstep of the pulpit? And how does one
juxtapose that the Adhaan is now to be declared from inside the mosque?
7% a+:/, that is, ‘in front of’ is applicable for a particular direction without any
consideration for its distance. The one who stands facing the east during sunrise
or faces west during the sunset will surely remark that the sun is ‘in front of me’ or
in Persian one will say, ‘SNa+.aTI0/a0U.’ [the sun is in front of my face]; or in Arabic
one will say, 7% a+:/aVJ [the sun is in front of me] – even though the Sun is at a
distance greater than a three thousand year journey30. Allāh Ta’ala declares about
Himself,
->*.a-> % a+:/.a-
“He knows what is in front of them [i.e. in the future] and what is behind them [i.e.
in the past]”31

This is not restricted to the past and future. Rather, it is inclusive of everything
from before the beginning of time until eternity! Similarly, the statement of the
Angels has been recorded in the Holy Qur’an,
W a+:/a.a*.a$ % a+:/.a8
“To Him only belongs what is ahead of us and all that is behind us and all that is
between them”32

This includes every past, present and future. Yes, in some instances for the
purpose of providing a parable, the Holy Qur’an describes the nearness of an
30

Three thousand year journey, i.e. the time it takes for a fast moving horse to cover the distance to the
sun. Scientifically, the sun is at an approximate distance of 150 million kilometres from Earth. It will take a
commercial airliner 20 years to travel to the sun.
31
Holy Qur’an, [2:110]
32
Holy Qur’an, [19:64]
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object to its association – not the actual adjacency to its association – that may be
exploited, deliberately or unintentionally, as an evidence for the provision of
Adhaan inside the mosque33. For example,
Y
)a8/a$XaS:.a%#a8$FNa'FQa/ZNaS(a aK6a8K6a7% a+:/0J/a[ 0a\N0 a7 2
“And it is He Who sends the winds giving glad tidings, ahead of His Mercy; until
when they come bearing heavy clouds, We drove it towards a city devoid of
vegetation, and then rained water upon it”34
7% a+:/, in other words, ‘ahead of’ is an indication to the nearness of rain; not a
spontaneous downpour when the wind prevails. Rather, first the wind prevails then
the clouds manifest which then causes an overcast that glides to a certain location
where it rains. Allah Ta’ala says,
% %9aL a7% a+:/a-,a0 ' 2a 
“He is not but a herald of warning for you, before the advent of a severe
punishment”35

This verse indicates the nearness of the Judgement Day not that the Judgement
Day is immediately after the advent [of the Messenger of Allah sallAllahu ‘Alayhi
Wasallam]. The nearness in His Sight is that which befits His Majesty but for you
1343 years36 have lapsed and there is still time remaining.

The upshot is that the Adhaan which is issued from the boundary of the mosque or
anywhere from the surrounding area adjacent to the actual mosque as long as
there is no obstruction; and that which is in line of the Imam – is surely applicable
to the words of 7% a +:/. Without a shadow of doubt, this will be considered to be
Adhaan that is proclaimed in line of the Imam opposite the pulpit. Presumably, the

33

That is, some people may use the following verses of the Holy Qur’an to justify proclaiming Adhaan
from within the Mosque. However, the noble Imam rejects this notion as he explains further.
34
Holy Qur’an, [7:57]
35
Holy Qur’an, [34:46]
36
Now it is 1439 years after Hijrah.
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critiques were well aware that ‘near the mosque’, ‘outside the boundary of the
mosque’ are phrases that may be analogous to ‘facing the Imam’ and that which
describes 7% a +:/; but after stating ‘facing the Imam’ they added the words ‘in the
mosque’ - words by which they were essentially influenced. These extra additional
words [‘in the mosque’] cannot be traced anywhere in Shaami, Hidaaya and Durr al
Mukhtaar.
Now we are hereby presenting a Sahih37 Hadith38 which will explain the words 7% a+:/
lucid as the sun and spontaneously it will clarify this hereditary pretension.

It is in Sunan of Abu Dawood with a sound chain,
Y
Y
aE 3aB Na7% a+:/a ! a 1aB(a8$ a= 3aDa% X a+/a]I&a+ a702Xa+ a^ZNa+/a%Z.a+ aNa+/a%Z.$Qa:*$a$Q%6
Y
0 a0,/a/a%&aL/a aa 0#$a aV_a a-Na8: a= 3
Nufayl narrates from Muhammad ibn Salamah, who narrates from Muhammad ibn
Ishaaq, who narrates from Zuhri and he from Saaib ibn Yazid who said: “The
Adhaan to the [Friday] prayer was issued at the door of the mosque in front of the
Messenger of Allah [SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam] when he sat on the pulpit, and this
transpired also in the era of Abu Bakr and Umar [may Allah be pleased with them]”39

This glorious narration has clearly expounded the definition of the words ‘in front
of the Imam’ and ‘opposite the pulpit’ and has informed us of the legacy in the
time of the Messenger of Allah sallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam and the rightly guided
Caliphs40. Yes, one should say that in India this Adhaan is proclaimed at the pulpit
but it is contrary to the evidence from the Hadith and the jurisprudence. If this has
37

Sahih – a category of Hadith narration that fulfils the stringent conditions of it being graded the highest
category
38
Hadith is a tradition that is associated with the Messenger of Allah SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam. It may
be his statement, his action, his indication or his habits.
39
Sunan Abi Dawood, Kitaab As-Salaah, Baab An-Nidaai Yawm al-Jumu’ah, Hadith no. 1088, Urdu
Bazaar, Lahore.
40
Al Khulafaa-Ar-Raashidoon, or the Rightly Guided Caliphs. They are Hadrat Abu Bakr As-Siddiq [d .13
AH], Hadrat Umar ibn Khattaab [d.23 AH], Hadrat Uthmaan ibn Affaan [d.35 AH], Hadrat Ali ibn Abi Taalib
[d.40 AH], Hadrat Hasan ibn Ali [d. 50 AH] and Hadrat Umar ibn Abd Al-Azeez [d.101 AH] [May Allah be
pleased with them] – Suyuti, in his Taarikh Al-Khulafaa.
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become customary among the Indians then this does not provide any justification
for its permissibility [in the sacred law of Islam]. Leave alone the Adhaan of
Jumu’ah, many locals issue Adhaan for other prayer times from within the
mosques and for such a practice the words 7% a+:/ does not fall for any ambiguity.
How can their actions be regarded as binding evidence?

All praises are due to Allah Almighty that He ordained the revival of this noble
Sunnah through the hands of this mendicant.41 The Mu’addhins of my locality are
forbidden from issuing Adhaan within the mosque. The secondary Adhaan of
Jumu’ah is proclaimed, praise be to Allah, from the door of the mosque facing the
pulpit; in accordance with the practice of the noble era of the Beloved Prophet
SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam and his rightly guided Caliphs.
Y
+:aL 3%Za-:Ga\;* 3a)J a+.a8:= 3a\;aW

As for the other statements which the questioner commented then it should be
realised that the words 7% a+:/ does not indicate the area within the mosque. If the
literature of jurisprudence was kept in sight then this claim that it is not Makrooh
to proclaim Adhaan within the mosque, which is clearly against the explanations of
the noble jurists, would not have transpired.

In 1306 AH [1888/89 AD] this mendicant reached Ghayaathpur Sharif after the
visitation of the sacred court of the Hadrat Sultaan al-Awliya Mahbub e Ilaahi
Nizaam al Haq wad-Deen [may Allah be pleased with him]. During this time, I was
in one mosque in Delhi for the prayer. One man started to proclaim the Adhaan
from within the boundary of the mosque. As per my habit42, I politely informed the

41

Reviving the Sunnah is highly praiseworthy. The Prophet SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam has said,
“Whoever held on to my Sunnah, during the times of affliction of my Ummah, for him is a reward of a
hundred martyrs” [Mishkaat Al-Masaabih, Kitaab Al-Imaan, Baab Al-I’tisaam, Hadith no. 166]. The word
‘mendicant’ is used out of humility by the author.
42
“Whoever amongst you sees an evil, he must change it with his hand; if he is unable to do so, then with
his tongue and if he is unable to do so, then with his heart; and that is the weakest form of faith” [Riyaadh
As-Saaliheen, Hadith no. 184, in reference to Sahih Muslim]

9

person that it is Makrooh to issue Adhaan inside the mosque – even though there
was no formal introduction between us.

He asked, “Where is it written?”
I took the names of Qaadhi Khan, Khulaasa, Aalamghiriya, Fatĥul Qadeer.

The man replied, “We do not believe in these books”.

This mendicant deduced that this person is perhaps from the deviant sect of nonconformists [ghayr muqallidoon]. I asked him the nature of his occupation so he
replied that he was employed in a magistrate office.

The mendicant further said, “The Divine Court of the Most High is superlative and
much greater than any court of the world. You should have observed that when the
peons of a magistrate calls for the criminals, witnesses, plaintiffs and defendants –
does he call them from inside the court room or from outside?”43

He said, “From outside”.

I said, “If he has to start shouting their names from inside the court room will he
be considered disrespectful or not?”

The man said, “I understand now.”

Hence, he did not follow the books but when he was presented with the logic of his
calibre he accepted.44

43

Though this practice may not be common in the modern age but we must keep the era of the noble
Imam in context with his parable.
44
From this we understand that explaining something to the public requires skill and responsibility. It
entails intelligence and wisdom to elaborate something that is not understood by the books. It is also a
Sunnah to preach Islam to the public in their level of intelligence. If we were to adopt this practice then
many misunderstandings can be eradicated without much effort. This wise behaviour bridges the gap
between the scholars and laymen.

10

SNaS`a%F/aV1a0aa0,
Every individual’s intellect is a measure of his focus
Praise be to Allah, the truth has become apparent!

There are two more points worthy of understanding, and I say this with the
Tawfiq45 from Allah Ta’ala!

45

Tawfiq – a blessing from Allah Ta’ala that enables and empowers a person to perform good deeds.
Without this blessing, a person can be reasonably well and fit but he will not be able to do any good. One
should always seek this treasure from the Creator.

11

First Point

If the rector46 of a mosque demarcated a certain place within the mosque47 before
the mosque was built entirely, such as a high platform or a minaret, then it is
permissible. This designated platform will be considered specific for the Adhaan
and hence to issue Adhaan from this place within the mosque will not be
considered Makrooh48. This is akin to the understanding that to perform Wudhu
inside the mosque is essentially not permissible, but if the rector of the mosque
designates a certain place for Wudhu, during the construction of the mosque, then
it will now become permissible to perform Wudhu. This is because that specific
area is now separated from the actual mosque.

It is in Ishaabah,
)aa8:ab a'aW% aCD .a8Qa , a a'a8:a) D a;;a40,=
“It is Makrooh to wash one’s mouth and to perform Wudhu in the mosque unless it
is done in such a place where it has been pre-demarcated for Wudhu and Salaah is
not performed therein; or if the Wudhu is performed in a utensil”49

It is in Durr e Mukhtaar,

W % a:a'a) D a40,
“Wudhu is Makrooh [in the mosque] unless a specific place has been prepared for
it”50

46

The main individual behind the construction of a mosque
i.e. within the actual mosque where the congregation of Salaah is held.
48
High platforms, within the precinct of the mosques, are common in the Middle East. In Musjid An
Nabawiyya, a high platform exists on which the Adhaan is declared.
49
Al-Ishaaba wan Nadhaair of Imam Ibn Nujaym, Al-Qawl fi Ahkaam Al Masjid, Idaaratul Qur’an, Karachi,
[2:230]
50
Durr e Mukhtaar, Baab Maa Yufsidu As Salaah, Delhi publication, [1:94]
47
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It is in Radd al-Muhtaar,
CI%/a-"#acAa+ U> X$=a] 1a8$ a%&a8 X$=a]:aP#daFK&.a4a).a '
“Because the water [after being] utilised for Wudhu is naturally unpleasant,
therefore it is necessary to save the mosque from this water – just as it is
necessary to avoid the stains of sputum and mucus in the mosque”51

This mendicant has added a note on this statement:
02GPa\K&a)aN$/a .'aB (a .a8/aK*a a%Z.a]2.a a\:=a2
“This is the proof of the accepted verdict [mufta bihi] of Imam Muhammad. As for
the statement of Imam Abu Hanifa – then that is self-evident because he considers
the used water to be impure [naajis]”52

It is in Radd al-Muhtaar,
'a ae( a+.aW a5% ac0KJ a\2a0GaW% a:a'a8 (
“His statement, ‘Unless a specific place has been prepared’. One should see if this
place for Wudhu satisfies the condition from the rector or not?”53

The mendicant added to this,
a8K.0Z/a\A af9a\a'agFK&a8; 0=a40:"a'a8aV:a4%/a  %&a =a\#(a5% 'a , a a2aW ah 0af9a-aB (
a] ai  a@a%/.a8Zb.a+.a8'i_a %&a =a\#(a .'a$,NK:/a%&aRjNah a$/ ae( a a+.ae( aa= a.a8=
%>
“Yes, there is one more thing to be considered above this issue and that is:
demarcating this place specifically for Wudhu must transpire before the
completion of the entire mosque. If it transpires afterwards, then it is not
permissible for the rector and others to construct anything inside the mosque for
impurities. Rather, anything that may vilify the honour of a mosque is
51

Radd Al Muhtaar, Baab Maa Yufsidu As Salaah, Mustafa Al-Baabi, Egypt, [1:488]
Jaddil Mumtaar Alaa Raddil Muhtaar, commentary by Imam Ahmad Rida on Radd Al Muhtaar.
53
Radd Al Muhtaar, Baab Maa Yufsidu As Salaah, Mustafa Al-Baabi, Egypt, [1:488]
52
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impermissible. This principle arises in the chapter of Waqf where the rector cannot
construct a residential area over the mosque for the Imam”54

Similarly, if a minaret or a raised platform [or any specific place for Adhaan] was
outside the mosque boundary and later on due to building extensions these places
came within the boundary of the actual mosque – then too there is no harm in
proclaiming the Adhaan from it. This is because these areas were fixated for the
Adhaan before the completion of the mosque. Yes, if someone, even the rector of
the mosque, wishes to construct a new platform inside an already constructed
mosque, then it should not be permissible; because nobody may construct
anything inside a completed mosque that may give rise to a Makrooh element.

It is in Durr e Mukhtaar,
a2a 1 a8:==ah%b a-aW aS:$ aB( aPC$.a)$#5a-QaS %&aS=a .aRba+.a8'0; a'a .@K:/a8( a$/a 
%&%_a a a8.%2a]:a40:"/ae:,ae( 
“If somebody constructs something over the mosque for the Imam [like a
residence] then there is no harm in it because this is among the necessities of a
mosque. However, if the mosque is completed and thereafter he wishes to
construct the residential area [for the Imam] then it will be impermissible. If the
rector states that his intention was to construct this residential place beforehand
then his statement will not be acceptable – Tatarkhaaniya55. If this is the state of a
rector, then how can anyone else construct something? Hence to destroy this [extra
portion] is necessary even if this is on the wall of the mosque”56

54

Jaddil Mumtaar Alaa Raddil Muhtaar
The author of Durr e Mukhtaar hereby provides a reference for his statement: Fataawa TaatarKhaaniya
of Imam Aalim ibn al-Ulaa Al-Ansaari [d. 786 AH]
56
Durr e Mukhtaar, Kitaab Al Waqf, Delhi Publication, [1:379]
55
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Second Point

In association with the mosque when Adhaan is proclaimed, it is common to hear
people say that Adhaan has been given in a specific mosque. For example, if a
minaret of a mosque is outside the boundary of the actual mosque at a certain
distance and if Adhaan is proclaimed from this minaret – everyone will generally
say, ‘Let us proceed for Salaah. Adhaan has been issued from the mosque’. No one
says, ‘Adhaan has been given outside the mosque, come let us go for Salaah’.
These sorts of statements are very common and nobody can deny it. Hence, Imam
Muhaqqiq alal Itlaaq57 has explained the following words,
%&a 301 2

“This is a remembrance of Allah in a mosque”

With the following elaboration,
45%6aa7a
“That is, inside the building of the mosque;”

And he indicated with a point,
85aa  'a20,a
“Since it is Makrooh to issue Adhaan from inside the actual mosque”58

This point is worthy to memorise.

It is in a Hadith of [Sahih] Muslim,

57

Imam KamaaluDdin Ibn Al-Humaam. AlaHadrat Imam Ahmad Rida had great respect for this noble
scholar of Islam. He has referred him mostly with this title: Muhaqqiq Alal Itlaaq – An absolute research
scholar of Islam.
58
Fathul Qadeer, Baab Al-Jumuah, Nuriya Ridawiya publication, Sakhr, [2:29]
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Y
8:a ! a7a%&aaO ba7%>a+$Na+.a *(
“It is narrated mawqoofann59 from Ibn Mas’ood [may Allah Ta’ala be pleased with
him] that it is from the Sunan al-Huda60 to perform Salaah in a mosque in which
Adhaan is proclaimed”61

Similarly a Hadith in Ibn Ma’ajah,
Y
Y
Y
a8K_Za0A a-a0a-Qa%&aa  'al5a+.a-Na8: a= 3aEa#$a+ a8$ a= 3aDa$"a+k a+:$.!0:.a+
^$. >a_0a% 0 ' 2
Narrated from Amir al-Mu’mineen Uthmaan Al Ghani [may Allah be pleased with
him] that the Prophet [sallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam] said, “Whoever obtains the
Adhaan in the mosque and leaves without any excuse and does not intend to
return, such a person is a hypocrite”62

Do not be misled from the apparent words in the Hadith that apparently proposes
that the Adhaan is to be issued from within the mosque. And to assume this from
the aforementioned narration is a very weak assumption because,
 'a 5al5'a?0ma%&a 
Indeed the mosque is a place to hear the Adhaan not to proclaim the Adhaan.

Hence, Allama Manaawi63 has commented in his Tayseer on this Hadith as follows,

“[Whoever obtains the Adhaan] that is, he heard the Adhaan when he was [in the
Mosque]”64
59

Mawqoof [dependent] is a category of Hadith narration that is abridged to the words or actions of a
Companion of the Messenger of Allah [SallAllahu ‘Alayhi Wasallam]. This is also called Athar [Tafheemul
Bukhaari Sharah Sahih Al Bukhari, Shaykh Ghulam Rasool Ridawi, Vol.1, pg 27, Tafheemul Bukhaari
Publications, Faisalabad]
60
Highly emphasised Sunnah also known as Sunnah al-Muakkidah
61
Sahih Al-Muslim, Kitaab Al Masaajid, Baab Fadhli Salaatil Jama’ah, Hadith no. 1386, Farid Books,
Lahore.
62
Sunan Ibn Ma’ajah, Kitaab Al-Adhaan wa Sunnati feehi, Hadith no. 725, Zia-ul-Qur’an publications,
Lahore.
63
Allama Abdur Rauf Al-Manaawi [d.1031 AH]
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Rather, a Hadith is sufficient to explain another Hadith,
Y
Y
Y
b aK6a-1%6a0A a@aO b/a75 $a%&aa-K$1 a-Na8: a= 3aE 3aB Na0.aB(a8$ a= 3aDaO0 0aa/a+
Imam Ahmad has narrated through a Sahih Hadith from Abu Hurairah [may Allah
be pleased with him], ‘We have been commanded by the Messenger of Allah
[SallAllahu Alayhi Wasallam]: “If you are in a mosque and the Adhaan is proclaimed
then no one among you should leave [the mosque] until he performs the prayer”’65

Conclusively, if such words are found then they may be attributed to one of the
above two points.

I [Ahmad Raza Al-Qadiri] say that the statement of Jullaabi hereby is clarified
which apparently dictated,
8$.a%:#aa'a8,6a.a%&aa !
“The Adhaan should be proclaimed within the mosque. It should not be offered far
from the mosque.”66

In other words, the Adhaan is to be issued from the courtyard of the mosque or
from the structure of the mosque as explained by Imam Muhaqqiq alal Itlaaq.
Moreover, it may be issued from inside a specific area within the actual mosque
but on a condition that the area was pre-designated for this purpose. Or it may be
issued from a nearby place from the actual mosque and due to its nearness to the
mosque it is regarded as the mosque. The Adhaan from this nearby place will be
considered to be the Adhaan of the mosque akin to the case of Hadrat Uthmaan
[may Allah be pleased with him] who ordered that the first Adhaan [for Jumu’ah]
be issued from the market place of Zawra67.
64

At-Tayseer Al Manaawi
Musnad Imam Ahmad, Chapter on the narrations of Abu Hurayrah, Darul Fikr, Beirut, [2:537]
66
Jaami’ Ar Ramooz. Fasl Fil Adhaan, Makataba Islaamiya, Iran, [1:123]; in reference to the words of
Imam Jullaabi that has been misunderstood.
67
Zawra was a market place that was outside the building of Masjid an Nabawi. In the Hadith, it is
referred to as the third Adhaan because it was introduced by Hadrat Uthmaan ibn Affaan –may Allah be
65
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Adhaan should not be proclaimed far from the mosque such as in the case where
the mosque is located in the western section of the city and the Adhaan is
proclaimed at the eastern side. In this case, that Adhaan will be for the eastern
section of the city and it will not be considered to be for the mosque and this is
evident. The words of Jullaabi are not justified as evidence for the words of Nazm
as it was assumed by Qahistaani. With the help of Allah Ta’ala, our discussion on
this matter has become clear; and the phrase ‘in front of the Imam’ for which we
explained has been clarified. The upshot is that the words 7% a +:/ is indicative
towards the nearness of the object instead of union of the object.

Praise be to Allah, the commentary of Qahistaani under the following words of
Niqaaya has been explained,
8b.a8 % a+:/a:Qa a0#$a aV_ 
“When the Imam sits on the pulpit the second Adhaan should be proclaimed in
front of it”

And Qahistaani commented,
ٍ
a8Q56a_0*$.aO56aI(a iaa a a.a\KJ:a ,&/a>jNa8$.a# 0(a4& a .'a0#$a+::a+:K.&a+:K>a+:/a7
+:K>a+:=a2a+.a+:_aa+:ja+.
“That is, the Adhaan should be proclaimed on the right side of the pulpit or on the
left side of the Imam closer to him, or it should be in the centre of them. This is
only in the case when the Adhaan was proclaimed in the right, acute or an obtuse
angle [of the Imam] and due to which these angles were formed from the bifocal
directions [of a structure].”68
pleased with him- during his Caliphate. Since this did not exist in the time of Rasulullah SalAllahu Alayhi
Wasallam; and only Adhaan and Iqaamah was in practice; this extra Adhaan is referred to as the third
Adhaan. The first Adhaan was actually the Adhaan issued at the time of Khutba. This fact also indicates
that this particular Adhaan should be issued outside the precincts of the mosque [Mirratul Munaajih
Sharah Mishkaat Al-Masaabih, Kitaab As-Salaah, Baab Khutbati Was Salaah, Hadith no. 1320, Qadri
Publishers, Lahore]
68
Jaami’ Ar Ramooz, Fasl Fi Salaatil Jumu’ah, Maktaba Islaamiya, Iran, [1:268]
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So this statement does not deny the nearness of proclaiming the Adhaan nor does
it apply for it to be proclaimed adjacent to the pulpit. The aim of this is to
eradicate the difference between a particular Adhaan [of a locality] which should
not be associated to the Adhaan of the mosque [in another locality] – just as we
have clarified above while discussing the words of Jullaabi.

Hence, if there was to be a piece of statement in a rare form of literature against
the statements of reliable and well known jurisdiction, then legally, intellectually
and generally; it will not be worthy of any acceptance.

Have you not observed how Allama Tahtaawi was satisfied with the words of Nazm
as narrated by Qahistaani but he did not accept the understanding [of Qahistaani]
on this because he knew that such a comment was invalid and therefore he did not
narrate it in his literature. One does not narrate anything that is ambiguous but
rather something that is crystal clear worthy of explanation and attestation.

This is not clandestine to any intelligent individual and this was the matter of
investigation. Allah Ta’ala is the Possessor of abilities!

ٰ اﶵﺪﷲرب اﻟﻌﺎﳌﲔ وﺻﲆ اﷲ
ﺗﻌﺎﱃ ٰﻋﲆ ﺳـﻴّﺪان وﻣﻮﻟٰﻨﺎ ﶊﺪ وآﻟﮧٖ وﲱﺒﮧ اﲨﻌﲔ
۔آﻣﲔ۔واﷲاﻋﲅ وﻋﻠﻤﮧ ﺟﻞ ﳎﺪە اﰎ واﺣﲂ
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